1. **PARALLEL PARKING BAYS - BROKEN LINES**

2. **PARALLEL PARKING BAYS - CORNER MARKING ONLY (PREFERRED)**

3a. **BUS STOP - NO EDGE LINE**

3b. **BUS STOP - EDGE LINE**

4. **LOADING ZONE, TAXI RANK**

**NOTES:**

1. PARKING BAYS TO BE MARKED WITH 100mm WIDE WHITE LONGLIFE PAINTMENT MARKING MATERIAL.
2. BUS STOP (NO EDGE LINE), LOADING ZONE AND TAXI RANK TO BE MARKED WITH 100mm WIDE YELLOW LONGLIFE PAINTMENT MARKING MATERIAL.
3. BUS STOP (WITH EDGE LINE), TO BE MARKED WITH 150mm WIDE YELLOW LONGLIFE PAINTMENT MARKING MATERIAL.
4. REFER STANDARD DRAWING BSD-3161 FOR LONGITUDINAL (e.g. CONTINUITY LINES) LINMARKING DIMENSIONS.
5. REFER REFERENCE SPECIFICATION FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS STG-ROAD PAINTMENT MARKING FOR MARKING MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS.
6. FOR DETAILS FOR ANGLED PARKING BAYS, REFER QUEENSLAND MANUAL OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES (MUTC).
7. ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES (U.N.O.).